Passenger hovercrafts present an attractive traveling choice. This is especially true for countries, like Egypt, which rely on tourism as a primary source of income. However, their widespread (and even existence) in many countries is limited due to the high cost as well as the sophisticated technological requirements of the hovercraft design process. These include the expensive prototype model which should be constructed to assess and validate the design calculations as well as the costs involved in constructing the hovercraft and operating it. Moreover, a careful control algorithm is needed to enhance the seakeeping performance of the hovercraft to assure passengers comfort and avoid sea-sickness. In the present paper a simple low cost design approach is proposed and implemented. The proposed strategy has been used to design a hovercraft traveling between Ras Mohammad and Khaleeg Neama in Sharm Elsheikh in Egypt. The proposed model building strategy successfully produces simple cheap prototype models without compromising the accuracy of the design assessment based on them.
Introduction:
Hovercrafts are high speed marine vessels that operate based on the Coanda effect [1] . Fig.1 shows the basic theory of hovercraft operation. The Coanda effect is a phenomenon that allows a fluid jet to remain attached to a wall placed near the fluid jet.
This occurs when a free fluid jet exits a nozzle into an ambient fluid of equal or lower viscosity, which causes entrainment of the ambient fluid. Thus, an air cushion is formed under the vehicle, which helps lift it and which will be used to design high speed marine vehicles. When a wall is placed near the fluid jet, the fluid jet will attach to the wall. The entrainment of the ambient fluid becomes partially blocked by the wall, but continues to be entrained by the jet, thus causing a pressure decrease between the wall and the jet. This pressure difference causes the jet to move towards the wall. If a low pressure separation region and vortex form between the wall and jet, the jet will then attach to the wall. Henri Coanda would later produce multiple patents utilizing the effect he observed and studied to generate propulsion for aircraft. An experiment by Von Glahn found that placing curved and flat plates near a nozzle would result in a ratio of lift to undeflected thrust of about 0.8-0.9, depending on the total deflection angle. Thus a Coanda nozzle could achieve a 90° deflection of the jet-stream and result in a vertical lifting force on the order of 0.8 of the undeflected thrust. This shows that Coanda nozzles can produce lift as well as maintain thrust. The lift is created on the curved surface of the nozzle where the lower pressure regions form. Coanda attempted to use this idea with jet engines to generate flow over outer curved surfaces of crafts he designed. His patent for a lenticular craft give possible insight to the uses of the Coanda effect in the area of aircraft propulsion. The generation of this lift principle can also be seen in the experimental work of Jean-Louis Naudin. His Coanda saucer experiment using a simple concave object and high speed airflow over the top of the object shows that a low pressure region is generated above the craft. This low pressure region creates lift and causes the craft to hover. The high speed flow is able to create the low pressure region by remaining attached to the craft as it flows around it Von Glahn found that the ratio of lift to undeflected thrust to be around 0.8-0.9 in experiments using multiple-flat plates and curved surfaces near a nozzle. This proves that lift can be created using a Coanda nozzle as well as general thrust from the nozzle. However, Von Glahn attributed losses in the lift to undeflected thrust ratio to pressure and momentum losses in the real jet stream that are not accounted for in theory, as well as other factors. To calculate the lift of such a craft, the basic principles of aerodynamic forces is used. The pressure distribution on each side of the body is integrated over the area on which it acts. This results in the forces on the body. The lift is the component of the force in the upwards direction. This includes any lift generated by the rotor blades.
Since Egypt relies on tourism as a major source of income, designing a hovercraft for tourists is quite an attractive choice. The present paper discusses such a design based on simple procedures that do not require highly expensive technological facilities. The feasibility of the implementation of such a project is quite promising.
Hovercraft Dynamics
The hovercraft dynamics are described by Kirchoff equations [2] :
where J is the sum of inertia and added inertia, ω is the angular velocity vector, M is the added mass, v is the linear velocity vector. F and T are the actuating force and torque, respectively. The '× ' indicates Gibbs product Since these equations require the identification of the vehicle added mass and added inertia which is practically a difficult task, the authors propose the use of a learning controller which does not rely on accurate knowledge of the vehicle dynamics. The controller details are elaborated in a later section.
Full Scale Calculations for the Ras Mohammad/ Khaleeg Neema Hovercraft
The calculations included in the present paper are those relevant for power estimation and control purposes. For details of the design calculation from a structural point of view as well as the industrial processes involved in the full-scale fabrication, the interested reader is referred to [3] available at marine engineering department, faculty of engineering, Alexandria university. The design and main dimensions are as follows: The length is 12 m, the breadth is 6m, The height (including the cushion height) is 5.25. The speed is 35 Knots (17.5 m/sec). The hovercraft is intended to travel between Ras Mohammad and Khaleeg neama in Sharm El-sheikh. The hovercraft would accomodatw 30 passengers (28 passengers and 2 crew members). Taking the approximate weight of one passenger with his luggage to be 100 Kg, while that of one crew member to be 75 Kg, the total weight of the crew + passengers will be equal to 0.15 +2.8 tons. The hovercraft has 28 chairs each of mass 20 Kg. The weight of the thrust and lift system (engine +thrust fan +lift centrifugal fan +auxiliaries) is estimated to be 2 tons. The superstructure is made of fiber glass whose density is 1550 3 m / Kg . Thus, the weight of the superstructure is taken to be 2.5377 tons. The total tank weight is 2.545 tons. The main deck is made of aluminium alloy and weighs 1.98 tons. The buoyancy tank is made of aluminium weighs 2.67 tons. The overall hovercraft weight including, the fuel control room, bathroom and kitchen will be 17.946 tons. Quick estimates of the required for the required thrust power and lift power are 408.1 HP and 375 HP respectively. The quick estimates are verified because applying the same rationale to find quick estimates for the power required for thrust and lift by the model resulted in estimates that led to a successfully working model.
The Proposed Model Building Strategy and Developed Model
Model building for hovercrafts is very important. The model built can be used to estimate the forces on the full-scale hovercraft. These forces will be used in tuning the hovercraft controller off-line (in simulations).
a. Basic Principles of Model Building Physical model experiments require some form of similarity between the prototype and the model [4] : -Geometric similarity: The model must have physical dimensions which are uniformly proportional to those of the prototype; it must have the same shape. -Kinematic similarity: Velocities in the model must be proportional to those in the prototype. -Dynamic similarity: Forces and accelerations in the model must be proportional to those in the prototype. These three similarities require that all location vectors, velocity vectors and force vectors in the coincident coordinates of the scaled model and the prototype have the same direction (argument) and that the magnitude of these vectors (modulus) must relate to each other in a constant proportion. The ratio between the model forces and full-scale forces is given by the following relation [5] :
Where FS F is the full-scale force. is the characteristic scaled prototype length. It is nearly impossible to represent all full-scale forces in a model. Instead, a compromise is made. The most common scaling law used for ships and hovercrafts is Froude scaling where Froude number gL V is the same for both the model and the fullscale case. The following procedure is adopted to estimate the total drag on the ship based on experiments on the Froude equivalent model [5] .
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a. The geometric scaling is usually dictated by the dimensions of the available tank in the lab environment. The speed at which the model must be tested is calculated from the following relation:
The total drag resistance of the model is given by 
The resistance due to perpendicular areas 
5. Finally the total drag of the full-scale hovercraft FFS D FS R FS D + = (6) where the skin friction resistance FFS D is calculated from theoretical formulas. In general, there are two approaches for realizing Froude equivalence between the fullscale prototype and model. The first popular approach favored by the fluid engineering community, is to test the model in water tunnels and towing tanks. In such test facilities, the model is held constant, while the velocity of the flow is controlled. However, for hovercraft, the determination of the total resistance, would require tests in towing tanks as well as in wind tunnels due to the aerodynamic dependence of the vehicle [6] . In Fig. 3 shows the steps of model building. The scale is chosen to be 1:26. The speed should be 3.4 m/sec to maintain Froude equivalence. Model length is 45 cm, breadth is 27 cm, while depth is 15 cm (with skirt). Hover height =7 mm. The model building procedure is as follows: 1. First, the model base (45 cm x 27 cm) is made from plywood. 2. The buoyancy tank is made from foam (42 cm x 24 cm). 3. The buoyancy tank is attached to the base through supports made from foam. 4. The skirt is cut in accordance with base dimensions and is then attached to the base with the buoyancy tank. 5. The lift motor and lift fan are fixed to the base. 6. The thrust motor and the thrust fan are then attached to the base. 7. The motors are connected to the power supply.
b. Model Building Strategy

Proceedings of the
8. The body of the hovercraft is installed at the base. A quick estimate for calculating the required thrust and lift power for the model is as follows: To estimate the required thrust power, it is important to calculate an overall estimate of the model drag. Since, the friction drag is the major drag component, the residual drag may be taken as a percentage of it. Fig.4 shows the main areas used to calculate the drag: The power is thus calculated as the product of the model resistance times the model velocity and is found to be 0.81 HP The lift power is estimated in a similar fashion to the previous sections lift power full-scale estimation and is found to be 0.0874 HP 6. The Proposed Control Scheme a. Challenges of Hovercraft Control (steering and ride control) The hovercraft is a fascinating ground vehicle that possesses the unique ability to float above land or water. Riding on a cushion of air endows the hovercraft with many interesting and useful properties. Unlike wheeled robots which feature constrained kinematics, the hovercraft can move freely in any direction. For example, although the lateral direction of travel is not usually actuated, the hovercraft is completely free to move sideways. In addition, the frictional damping force acting on a hovercraft is minimal. For autonomous hovercraft applications, the lack of friction places an additional burden on the controller, as all velocity damping forces must be created by the actuators. The combination of the rich hovercraft dynamics and minimal frictional damping make the automatic control of a hovercraft a complex and interesting problem. As has been pointed out earlier, the hovercraft achieves lift by creating a volume of high pressure air underneath the vehicle. A skirt made from flexible material encircles the underbody of the vehicle and prevents the high pressure air from rapidly escaping the plenum when the hovercraft lifts above the ground. A properly designed skirt is crucial to vehicle stability and ride comfort. The skirt must be flexible so that it conforms to uneven terrain, durable enough to prevent abrasion and tearing, and lightweight. For
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these reasons, the skirt is the most critical aspect of the entire hovercraft design. A hovercraft achieves lift and propulsion by one or more high-power fans. Steering and vehicle control may be achieved in various ways. On some hovercraft, the fans may be swiveled a full 360 degrees to produce thrust in any direction. Using two fans inline with the vehicle center of mass allows a hovercraft to turn in place simply by running the fans in opposite directions. An alternative actuation approach is to use a fixed fan and a rudder to steer. The thrust fan is usually shrouded by a duct for greater thrust efficiency, and the rudder is located in the high velocity air stream. A rudder steering mechanism adds considerable complexity to the vehicle control. First, the fan must produce sufficient air speed for the rudder to be effective as a control surface. Thus, any turning maneuver is always accompanied by a forward (or reverse) thrust component. As a result, a hovercraft with a rudder cannot generate a pure torque and is thus unable to turn in place. Second, the rudder is mechanically limited and cannot produce force directed along the hovercraft's lateral direction. For these reasons, a hovercraft with a rudder is an underactuated system and an interesting problem for automatic control. Despite increased control difficulty, underactuated systems can provide a substantial savings in actuator cost, size, and weight, and may be the only viable option for many applications. The control and stabilization of underactuated vehicles, however, can be quite challenging. Difficulties arise because classical nonlinear control techniques, such as feedback linearization, are not always applicable for underactuated systems. Other traditional methods such as linearization and gain scheduling are popular due to their simplicity, but guarantee stability for only a local neighborhood of the operating point. Moreover, a linear controller will often perform poorly whenever the nonlinear modes of the system are exercised. A traditional approach to trajectory tracking uses the linearization of the system dynamics about a nominal state space trajectory. The problem is that the formulation of feasible state space trajectories can be particularly difficult for vehicles with complex dynamics. For example, certain circular trajectories with rigid heading constraints are not physically realizable by our hovercraft's dynamics. Even in cases where the hovercraft is not underactuated, still traditional control methods may not be applicable due to the difficulty to obtain an accurate model of the hovercraft. This favors model independent approaches. Controlling the hovercraft seakeeping behavior as a ride control system is another major challenge [7] . Ride control systems have become an integral feature of most fast ferries. The development of these systems has required a continuous joint international development effort involving builders, operators, and suppliers. In the early days, it was believed that larger vessels and sophisticated hull forms would completely alleviate motion problems. However, the operating profile of fast ferries requires operation at high speed in high waves to maintain schedule. It was discovered that passengers, hull structure, and shipboard machinery were adversely affected by the motions encountered when these groundbreaking vessels ventured into previously untried conditions.
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Builders and operators continue to play a key role in the improvement of ride control systems. Passenger comfort is very important. An entire family can be lost from an operator's potential customer base if one member of a family becomes seasick. To summarize, it is desirable to use a hovercraft controller that can track a desired trajectory while maintaining favorable sea keeping behavior. It should be model independent.
b. The Proposed Model Independent Controller As opposed to traditional control approaches which are model dependent, the present paper proposes the use of a model-independent Fourier learning controller. The Fourier learning controller has been used successfully to cope with unknown/ partially known nonlinear systems [8] , [9] . To learn a certain trajectory, the hovercraft can be considered to be implicitly repeating the same task several times (for the different time steps). Thus, a desired path can be approximated by a sequence of waypoints. Within each segment the learning controller is applied at fixed time steps. The advantage of Fourier learning controller over other learning controllers is that it is guaranteed to converge even (and especially) when each step is repeated from a different initial condition. Thus, the tracking of each line segment of the desired path may be attempted at discrete time steps. The performance (capability of tracking the desired path) improves since it adapts its behavior based on its error in the previous iterations (time steps). This periodic nature of the learning controller motivated Tang et al. [9] to use Fourier series as a basis of their controller. Consider the following. The controller of the system i in the k th cycle has the following form (The following equations are for the steering angle. Similar equations can be readily derived for the x and y cases):
Where 
Step 0) Search PD controller gains to stabilize the controlled system with acceptable tracking performance. Step 2) Calculate the compensation term
Step 4) If the error index in the k th trial ε < k EI (learning process ends), go to step 1).
Step 5) Calculate
) and go to step 1). Fig. 5 shows how the Fourier learning controller successfully tracked a desired path defined in terms of a starting point, ending point and desired velocity. The figure shows the sum-squared error in all degrees of freedom along the whole time record. It is clear that the error falls quite rapidly, especially after the first learning iteration. The control signals required for feedback can be easily provided using a conventional inertia navigation system.
Conclusions
The contribution of the present research is summarized as follows. Although a hovercraft for tourists is quite a promising project for Egypt, it was considered before to be infeasible. This is due to the fact that the expenses of buying a hovercraft to directly deploy it is quite high. In addition to that building the design in Egypt was considered difficult. This is because the practical details that must be unraveled to fully implement the hovercraft in house are not readily available in literature. This is especially true due to the complicated dynamics of the hovercraft system which involves both aerodynamic and hydrodynamic complexities. Building a working hovercraft prototype is thus far from being an easy task. There must be a means to verify the initial design estimates before carrying them out on the full-scale prototype. This is precisely the contribution of the present research. The authors successfully built a working hovercraft model that has three major benefits. First, since the authors approximate calculations successfully resulted in producing a working model, then it is possible to use them even at the fullscale to obtain a working prototype. Second, provided that Froude equivalence is maintained between the model and prototype is made, measurements may be performed to obtain a more accurate estimate of the full-scale drag without having to use a high factor of safety. In addition to these advantages, it is possible to use the model to verify the proposed control algorithm. The contribution of the proposed control algorithm is that it alleviates the need for expensive and tedious system identification experiments. The learning controller can be tuned using the practical model and Froude equivalence can be used to find the forces and torques required by the full-scale prototype to track a certain path. Using several pre-calculated stored motion primitives can be used to successfully approximate any desired path while maintaining favorable seakeeping behavior. This is important to assure tourists comfort and enjoyment of the hovercraft ride.
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